Abstract. The influence of the prevailing weather situation on the temporal evolution and geographical distribution of intense rainfall is studied, as a potential tool to improve rainfall prediction. A classification scheme of the atmospheric circulation over the east Mediterranean territory is used for the analysis. The study area is the Sterea Hellas region (central Greece) with an area of about 25,000 km 2 . Daily data from 71 rain gages and hourly data from three rain recorders over a 20 year period are used. From these data sets, the intense rainfall events were extracted and analyzed. Several empirical and statistical methods (also including the available tools of a Geographical Information System) are used for the analysis and comparison of rainfall distribution both in time and in space. The analysis shows that the contribution of the concept of weather types to the quantitative point rainfall prediction in short timescale is small, and only the estimation of the probability of occurrence of an intense event is feasible. On the contrary, the relation between the spatial distribution of rainfall and the atmospheric circulation patterns is significant and may be used for improving the forecasting of the geographical distribution of rainfall.
Introduction
The space-time evolution of the rainfall process is related to the characteristics of the prevailing weather situation that caused the rainfall. To study more effectively this relationship, several researchers have classified similar weather situations of particular regions into specific types. The classification schemes generally fall into three main categories, each corresponding to a different approach to the compilation of the meteorological data and weather maps.
The first category includes the schemes that are based on the combination of the different value ranges of several local meteorological variables. McCabe [1989] separated the range of wind direction into three classes and the range of cloudiness values into two classes. Combining these classes, he defined six weather types, which were used by Hay et al. [1991] for the classification, modeling, and simulation of daily rainfall in a watershed in the United States. Wilson et al. [1991] used surface air pressure and 850-hPa level temperature to classify and simulate daily rainfall in the northern Pacific. McCabe [1994] used height anomalies (in meters) for the 700-hPa level, to represent atmospheric circulation of the western United States, and relate that to the variability of the snowpack accumulation. Hughes and Guttorp [1994] used sea air pressure over a wide area larger than Europe. This scheme was based on a timescale of several days (at least three) considering that the main features of weather across Europe remain constant during one time step of that length. Plate [1991, 1992] used this scheme for daily rainfall modeling and simulation in Germany. Following the scheme ofBauretal. [1944] , Duckstein et al. [1993] developed a circulation pattern classification scheme for the continental United States and used it to relate flood occurrence in central Arizona to circulation patterns. Schuepp [1968] developed a weather classification scheme for the European Alpine region, based on the airmass advection (related to source areas), temperature characteristics, and cyclonicity. This scheme was used for the study of daily runoff in northern Italy by Van de Gried and Seyhan [1984] . Lamb [1950, 1972] defined a classification scheme of atmospheric circulation for the British Isles, based on the specific patterns in weather maps of the surface and the 500-hPa level. Wilby [1994] used Lamp's scheme to simulate circulation patterns and hence daily rainfall in England and Wilby et al. [1994] to simulate daily flows. Wilby [1995] used the same scheme to study and model daily rainfall in England by incorporating also in the classification the presence or absence of weather fronts. Maheras [ 1982] , based on the Lamb [1972] method, introduced a classification scheme of atmospheric circulation over the East Mediterranean territory. This scheme was used by Mamassis and Koutsoyiannis [1993] and Mamassis et al: [1994] for the analysis of intense rainfall and flood events in Greece and was also adopted in this study. Details of this classification scheme are given in section 3.
Weather classifications may be viewed as a systematization of meteorological experience in a particular region. Obviously, there is a relationship between the geographical characteristics of a particular area (such as the geographical location, the relative position with regard to the sea, the orography), and the climatological regime in this area. This relation may be captured empirically by using weather types and studying their influence on hydrometeorological processes. This approach can potentially be combined in a complementary way with the outputs of general circulation models (GCM) in order to downscale these ouputs to a finer spatial scale, localized to the specific area of interest. In particular, the empirical study of the relationship between weather types and the rainfall process in a specific area may be useful to translate the synoptic conditions used to define the weather types, into quantitative information about rainfall. If such a relationship can indeed be established, it will improve rainfall prediction on a local scale. With regard to these aspects, research was recently carried out daily rainfall fields and process them statistically. Similar studies have typically used multivariate models for that purpose.
This paper is outlined as follows: In section 2 the study area and the available data sets are described and in section 3 the weather type classification scheme is presented. In section 4 the point rainfall process on an hourly basis as well as the total storm characteristics of intense rainfall events are studied. In section 5 the methodology of analyzing the spatial distribution of rainfall using a grid-based technique is described. Finally, the conclusions are presented in section 6.
Study Area and Data Used
The study area is the Sterea Hellas region (central Greece) with an area of approximately 25,000 km 2 (about one fifth of the total area of Greece, Figure 1 ). This region includes five important and many smaller rivers. One of them (the Acheloos River) is the largest river (in discharge) in Greece providing water for irrigation and hydropower. Three others (Evinos, Momos, B. Kifissos) provide water supply to the area of Athens. The Pindus mountain chain on the west side of this region causes heavy orographic rainfall and therefore a wetter rainfall regime, as compared to that of the east side. Thus the annual rainfall varies from about 2000 mm in the northwestern part of the region to about 400 mm in the southeastern part (Athens).
Daily rainfall data from 71 rain gages over the entire region and hourly rainfall data from three of them equipped with rain recorders (Krikello, Aniada, Drymonas, located at the Evinos River basin) were available for a 20 year period . Figure 1 shows the general location of the study area, its morphology, and the available rain gages.
From the continuous records we have extracted and studied only the intense rainfall events. Intense rainfall has the most practical interest as it is responsible for extreme floods in the study area. From the hourly point rainfall data sets the intense rainfall events were extracted using a criterion based on a threshold of hourly rainfall (above 7 mm) or daily rainfall (above 25 mm). Analysis was performed on the data of all the three rain-recording stations mentioned above, but here we present the results from one of them (Krikello), as those of the other stations were very similar. The intense rainfall events were separated into rainy (October to April) and dry (May to September) season events. In total, 200 events belong to the rainy and 93 events to the dry season.
For the daily data sets of the 71 gages the intense rainfall days were extracted using a criterion based on a threshold of centers of the anticyclones, (2) the main trajectories of the cyclones, and (3) some special synoptic situations at the surface and at the 500-hPa level.
According to this scheme the circulation patterns of the territory were classified into five anticyclonic, six cyclonic, two mixed, and three characteristic weather types [Maheras, 1982] . Table 1 shows a summary description of the above weather types. Figure 2 shows the main trajectories of the six cyclonic weather types which are responsible for bad weather and produce the main amount of rainfall in the study area. In four of them (Wl, SW1, NW1, W2) the disturbance passes near the study area and provokes intense rainfalls, especially on the west side of the area where the Pindus mountain chain lies. The SW1 and NW1 weather types are very common in Greece especially in the rainy season and have a significant influence on the annual rainfall regime of the study area. In the other two cyclonic types the disturbance passes a long distance away from the study area and the generation of intense rainfall is rare. Especially for the SW2 weather type, the trajectory of the cyclone passes through the Aegean Sea and is often responsible for intense rainfall on the eastern side of the study area. Figure 3 shows a weather map of the 500-hPa level corresponding to the weather type DOR. The presence of a cold air mass at this level above Greece combined with a field of low pressures with a weak gradient on the surface is typical for this weather type. This weather situation has a high frequency of occurrence in the dry season and causes atmospheric instability and intense convective rainfall at several sites in Greece without a typical areal distribution. Table 1 Figure 2 Figure 3
Influence of Weather Types to Point Rainfall
In this section we use statistical methods to detect whether the prevailing weather type affects the point rainfall characteristics or not. More specifically, we examine the probability of occurrence of intense rainfall, the total duration and depth, and the hourly point rainfall structure and compare statistically these characteristics among different weather types.
The conditional probability of occurrence of an intense rainfall event, given the prevailing weather type, was calculated using the Krikello data set and the daily calendar of weather types. Table 2 shows this probability for each weather type and Figure 4 for grouped weather types. To examine if there are statistically significant differences in probabilities (proportions of rainy days to the total number of days) among weather types, we have applied the proportion statistical test [Freund and Simon 1991 pp 386 -388] The analysis shows Table 2 Figure 4
the dry season the differences in the duration and total depth among the various weather types are statistically significant (at a 1% significance level) almost in all cases. However, in a more quantitative point of view these differences are not so important, as they explain a small percentage of variance of these characteristics. Specifically, as shown in Table 4 , the percentage of variance explained by weather types for the various characteristics varies from 3% to 7% for the rainy season and from 8% to 18% for the dry season.
Furthermore, we have calculated the marginal statistics (mean and standard deviation), as well as the autocorrelation function of hourly depths, which are shown in Table 3 for the different weather types. No statistically significant differences in the hourly depth are detected among different weather types. Hence only 1 % of the variance of the hourly depth is explained by the weather type concept for the rainy season and 2% for the dry season (Table 4) . Finally, there are no statistically significant differences on the autocorrelation function of hourly depths among weather types, but there are differences between the two seasons ( Table 3 ). The atmospheric instability which characterizes the rainy days of the dry season explains the strong variability of rainfall which leads to a weaker autocorrelation function of hourly depth on this season. Table 3 Table 4
Influence of Weather Types to the Geographic Distribution of Rainfall
In this section we examine the geographical distribution of rainfall on a daily basis using a grid-based approach. The daily data values were stored and analyzed using a GIS. For each intense rainfall day the measured values of point rainfall were used to determine a representative precipitation depth at all grid cells of the study area. The algorithm used consists of the following steps [Dingman, 1994] : (1) A grid covering the study area is established. The grid spacing depends on the analyst but is usually about one tenth of the average distance between rain gages. In this study, the average distance between the rain gages was about 19 km and thus the grid spacing was chosen as 2 km. (2) Values of precipitation at each grid cell are estimated as linear combinations of the measured values, that is,
where />, is the estimated precipitation at the ith grid cell, p % is the measured precipitation at station g, and w Ig is the weight tional Thiessen method. In this study the IDW method, which combines simplicity, availability in the GIS, and preservation of the measured point values, was selected for estimating the weights w lg . Another advantage of the IDW method is that it does not require the rainfall field to be spatially homogeneous, as it simply performs a local linear estimation. This feature is very important in our case, where there exist apparent spatial inhomogeneities in the rainfall characteristics over the study area. On the contrary, the kriging method typically makes the assumption of a constant semivariogram over the entire area, which is not strictly valid in our case.
We remind that in the IDW method the weights w ig are a function of the distance between each of the grid cells and each of the rain gage locations, given by where d (i, g ) is the distance between the grid cell /' and the gage g, G is the total number of gages, and b is a chosen parameter, usually assigned to 1 or 2. In the case where a grid cell is also a gage location, the rain depth assigned to this cell is the value measured by the gage and the weights for the other gages become zero.
The grid-based approach described above, which is based on the fitting of a surface to point data, has some advantages when compared to other methods, such as the multivariate analysis. For example, it does not require filling of missing data in order to fit a surface and offers a better understanding and visualization of the rainfall field (e.g., localization of regions with specific characteristics). Also, the approach allows for the calculation of statistical surfaces instead of point statistics, as described later in this section. The rainfall surfaces can be combined with geographical, geological, and land use surfaces for rainfall-runoff modeling. An apparent weakness of the approach is that in most grid cells the rainfall values are estimates rather than measurements, which obviously introduces errors in the field representation.
The analysis was performed only for the rainy season due to the small number of intense rainfall days in the dry season. Several methods were used for the analysis and comparison of the rainfall spatial distribution.
As a first step, the rainfall fields in each weather type were plotted using an appropriate color or gray scale, thus visualizing the spatial rainfall distribution. This assists the localization of areas attracting intense rainfall. Then, the statistical f ( dd dii ffii f rii) f provokes intense rainfall in the eastern side of the study area. In mixed types the combination of an anticyclone over Europe and a cyclone over the Aegean Sea (Table 1) provokes bad weather and rainfall in the eastern part of our study area, and especially in the northern Evia. In the remaining types, including all the anticyclonic and dry types, the few intense rainfall events are related to the local atmospheric instability, and hence no typical spatial distribution appears. Furthermore, the correlation coefficients among all the rainfall surfaces of the same weather type were calculated, and their empirical distribution function was studied. Figure 7 shows the sample characteristics (median, maximum and minimum value, and upper and lower quartile) of correlation coefficients for each weather type. The majority of the correlation coefficients are positive for all weather types. That means that different intense rainfall events of the same weather type are positively correlated in space. This indicates a similarity in the spatial distribution of different rainfall events belonging to the same weather type. Notably, as shown in Figure 7 , all correlation coefficients of the events of the Wl type are positive, and most of the others have their lower quartile positive. There are two exceptions, related to the types NW1 and SW2, whose lower quartiles are negative and ranges of the correlation coefficients are wider, thus indicating larger spatial variability of rainfall. Yet, the median remains significantly higher than zero for both types. In addition, as we observe in Figure 6 , the rainfall produced by these two weather types is generally attracted at certain locations of the study area, as NW1 causes heavy rainfall in the western part and SW2 in the eastern part of the study area. For comparison we have plotted in Figure 7 (last box) a box plot of the sample correlation coefficients of all events, regardless of the prevailing weather type. We observe that in this case the range of the correlation coefficient covers almost all the feasible interval [-1, 1]. The positive median (0.15) reflects the inhomogeneity of the general rainfall regime in the study area, with higher rainfall in the Pindus mountain chain.
As another technique to quantify the influence of weather types on the rainfall distribution, apart from the grid-based analysis described above, we also performed an analysis based on the separation of the study area into subareas. Specifically, we have separated the study area into 10 subareas (Figure 1) climatically homogeneous, considering also the borders of hydrologic basins for the separation. The statistics of the areal rainfall of each subarea and each weather type were calculated. The mean daily rainfall per subarea and weather type is presented in Table 5 . We observe in Table 5 that each weather type affects a nubr of neighboring subareas and each Table 5 rainfall depth (more than 20% in 7 out of 10 subareas) is explained by the concept of weather type. The values of the explained variance given in Table 6 are not negligible like those of hourly depth (Table 4) . This may be interpreted as an indication that the influence of the weather type on rainfall depth increases with the increase of the timescale (from hourly in Table 4 to daily in Table 6 ). To get a more solid understanding of the influence of timescale to the percentage of variance explained by weather types, we aggregated the Krikello hourly point rainfall depths of the rainy season to 6-, 12-, and 24-hour timescales and we performed analysis of variance for each scale. The analysis showed that the percentage of explained variance has a very small increase with the increase of the timescale. Specifically, the percentages are 1.0%, 2.3%, 2.9%, and 3.9% for 1, 6, 12, and 24 hours, respectively.
Thus the increase of timescale does not explain much of the difference between the results of Table 4 and Table 6 . Consequently, the major part of this difference is explained by the different criteria used for extracting the intense rainfall events in the two cases. In the first case (Table 4) , the selection of events was based on the value of rainfall intensity or depth at a point location, whereas in the second case (Table 6 ), the selection was based on the magnitude of the rainfall depth at any point of the study area. The data set of the second case includes events that did not give rainfall at all at the point location of the first case (Krikello). It is anticipated that, if every event was considered, regardless of the rainfall magnitude (i.e., without a selection criterion), the percentage of variance explained by weather types would be even higher, as the anticyclonic types would have a larger participation in the sample. The apparent dissimilarities of anticyclonic and cyclonic weather types would affect further the results of analysis of variance. This is the case, for example, in the study of Plate [1991, 1992] , where all events are considered and the connection between rainfall and circulation patterns is quite stronger.
Conclusions
In this study we have explored the connection between the structure of intense rainfall in space and time and the atmospheric circulation patterns in a large area in Greece. In the analyses performed, we have used records (in hourly through daily timescale) of intense rainfall events, in order to investigate whether weather types can contribute to the prediction of flood-producing storms.
The analysis of point rainfall characteristics shows that weather types and the physiographical characteristics of the study area. Overall, the analysis shows that the contribution of the concept of weather types to the quantitative rainfall prediction in short timescales is small, but the estimation of the probability of occurrence of an intense event is feasible. On the contrary, the strong relation between the spatial distribution of rainfall and the atmospheric circulation patterns may be used for improving the forecast of the geographical distribution of rainfall. Please reduce it
